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Abstract—In this communication, a wideband vector sensor for embedded applications is proposed. This original sensor is composed of two orthogonal and colocated semi-circular arrays of Vivaldi antennas mounted over a ground plane. Stable radiation patterns of two wideband magnetic dipoles and one wideband electric dipole are obtained from full-wave electromagnetic simulations over a 1.69:1 impedance bandwidth with an original control of the excitation.

I. INTRODUCTION

A standard technique for estimating the Direction of Arrival (DoA) of an incoming electromagnetic signal consists to exploit the ability of a vector sensor with polarization diversity to measure the six components of the electromagnetic field [1]. An ideal vector sensor is composed of six orthogonal and colocated antennas, three electric dipoles and three magnetic dipoles. A few solutions covering the 3D space have recently emerged. One active solution for frequencies below 30 MHz was reported in [2]. Based on [3], a dual-band vector sensor for embedded applications was reported using dual-band radiating elements [4].

Recently, many wideband electric dipoles have been proposed and could be advantageously used in a wideband vector sensor. Unfortunately, very few research works focus on wideband magnetic dipoles. A well-known approach for designing a magnetic dipole is to generate a uniform current distribution on a small electric loop antenna [5]. However, such design suffers from its naturally large input reactance and thereby makes impedance matching difficult. A magnetic dipole with a 1.52:1 bandwidth consisting of four pairs of flag shaped dipoles with parasitic strips printed on a substrate in a clockwise manner was reported in [6]. A circular array of eight tapered slot elements which provides a ±2dB omnidirectionality in the E-plane within the long term evolution band (1.9-2.7 GHz) was proposed in [7].

A wideband vector sensor mounted over a ground plane for embedded applications is reported here. This novel sensor presents not only a wide impedance bandwidth (1.69:1) but also exhibits stable radiation patterns over the bandwidth. The proposed feeding network allows using only two orthogonal and colocated semi-circular arrays of Vivaldi antennas to obtain the radiation patterns of two magnetic dipoles and one electric dipole in the upper half-space. To the best author’s knowledge, no previous development on designing a passive vector sensor that can be used for wideband 3D direction finding have been reported.

II. VECTOR SENSOR AND FEEDING STRUCTURES

A grounded vector sensor may consist of three orthogonal and colocated antennas, two magnetic dipoles and one electric dipole, measuring the components \( H_x \), \( H_y \) and \( E_z \) of the magnetic and electric incident fields in the Cartesian coordinate system (depicted in Fig. 2(b)), respectively.

A. Design strategy used for the wideband magnetic dipole

A circular electric field over a large frequency range can be achieved by using a circular array of Vivaldi antennas. This configuration allows achieving radiation patterns of a wideband magnetic dipole. The geometry of the magnetic dipole and its feeding circuit are shown in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b), respectively. The radiating section consists of a semi-circular array of four Vivaldi antennas mounted over an infinite ground plane. This configuration is close to the one reported in [7] but the excitation differs significantly. As a matter of fact the proposed two-port feeding network allows to cross and colocate two semi-circular arrays of Vivaldi antennas. According to the geometry of this two-port feeding network, a 180° phase shift must be designed in order to create a circularly-polarized electric field in the plane of the array and to shape the required radiation pattern of the magnetic dipole. The underlying design principle is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). According to the image theory, the radiation pattern in the upper half-space of this grounded antenna is equivalent to the one of a circular array of eight Vivaldi antennas. Furthermore, this antenna can be easily mounted on a metallic support for embedded applications.

Fig. 1. Topology of the wideband magnetic dipole. (a) Front view (b) Back view
B. Design strategy used for the wideband electric dipole

The radiation pattern of an electric dipole can be synthesized using two orthogonal and colocated semi-circular arrays of Vivaldi antennas when each port are fed in phase.

C. Proposed configuration for the wideband vector sensor

Fig. 2 presents the vector sensor topology investigated in this communication. Excitation ports feed two magnetic dipoles and one electric dipole as specified in Table I. The reference impedance at each port is 50 Ω. The antenna is included in a half-sphere of radius $0.5\lambda_0$, where $\lambda_0$ is the free space wavelength at the lowest operating frequency.

![Fig. 2. Topology of the vector sensor. (a) 3D view (b) Top view](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Port 1</th>
<th>Port 2</th>
<th>Port 3</th>
<th>Port 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic dipole $H_x$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$180^\circ$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic dipole $H_y$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$180^\circ$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric dipole $E_z$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Simulated performances

Electromagnetic simulations have been performed using a full-wave software. The investigated antenna exhibits a 1.69:1 impedance bandwidth ($\Gamma \leq -10$ dB) from 1.14 GHz up to 1.93 GHz. The simulated radiation patterns for the magnetic dipole $H_x$ and the electric dipole $E_z$ of the investigated vector sensor are plotted at several frequencies in the bandwidth in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b), respectively. The electromagnetic simulation results confirm that stable radiation patterns of two magnetic dipoles and one electric monopole can be achieved over a wide bandwidth from the proposed control of the excitation ports. As it can be observed in Fig. 3(a), the radiation pattern of the magnetic dipole $H_x$ is quasi-omnidirectional with some ripples lowers than 2 dB in the E-plane. In Fig. 3(b), the radiation pattern of the electric dipole $E_z$ gives undesirable ripples in the H-plane at frequencies higher than 1.8 GHz. Consequently, the simulated characteristics make the proposed vector sensor a good candidate for wideband 3D DoA estimation.

![Fig. 3. Simulated radiation patterns in the (a) E-plane of the magnetic dipole $H_x$ and (b) H-plane of electric dipole $E_z$ at different frequencies](image)

III. Conclusion

A passive vector sensor for wideband 3D DoA estimation has been proposed in this communication. An appropriate control of the excitation ports of two orthogonal and colocated arrays of Vivaldi antennas enables to shape stable radiation patterns of two magnetic dipoles and one electric dipole over a 1.69:1 impedance bandwidth. This sensor is included in a half-sphere within a $0.5\lambda_0$ radius, where $\lambda_0$ is the free space wavelength at the lowest operating frequency. Miniaturization techniques will be explored in future studies to reduce the size of the proposed vector sensor.
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